Printing

Scribble Art

Create an artwork by printing with toilet
roll tubes. Ask an adult to help you cut the
rolls like the ones in the picture and keep
some as circles. Use some old plates or
containers and put some paint in. Dip your
toilet rolls and then print onto your paper!

On a piece of paper make your pencil go
for a walk, make it wiggle about the page
and don’t take it off! Go up, down and all
around. Once you have lots of wiggles,
colour in the shapes you have made using
felt tips, pencils or whatever you like. Cut
around the edge and stick it on some
coloured paper to finish.

Patterned Fish

Ask a grown up to help you draw
some simple fish shapes like these
and cut them out, carboard works
well. Then use paints or collage
materials to decorate them with
different patterns, Try spots,
stripes, zig zags or even swirls!

You could make flowers or just
patterns.
Nature art
Create an artwork using things you
can find outside. You can make it into
a picture of something or it could be a
pattern. You could use things like
flowers, petals, leaves, pebbles,
stones, twigs, grass or anything else
you can find. You could stick it to
paper or just take a photo and then
make it into something else!

Draw a portrait
Draw a picture of someone you live
with. Ask them to sit nice and still in
front of you and look carefully at them
as you draw. Make sure to include all
the details and then to colour using
colouring pencils , using the right
colours.

Robot Junk picture

Patterned Bugs

Favourite animal
Draw or paint a picture of your
favourite animal. It could be a pet, a
wild animal, a bird, an insect or
anything else you like!
Ask your grown up to find a picture of
one in a book or on the internet to
help you see exactly what it looks like.
When you draw, look really carefully
and draw what you see!

Make a snail

Create a bug using the steps above!

Make a junk
picture robot.
Use anything
you can find
in the
recycling box.
You could also
use tin foil.
Stick it to
paper with
glue.

You will need a pebble, some
googly eyes or buttons and some
play dough. Draw a pattern on the
pebble using felt tips. Roll a
sausage of dough and put your
googly eyes or buttons at one end
to make eyes. You could make a
whole family of snails!

